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Abstract

transforms one transcription into the other. Most of such improvements were proposed by the researchers from the speech
group at NIST and are implemented as part of the NIST Scoring
Toolkit (SCTK) [11].

The paper investigates the time- and acoustic-mediated alignment algorithms that can be used for better speech recognition
evaluation. The edit-cost function, which weights the cost of
speech unit matches, substitutions, deletions and insertions, is
defined as a function of timed symbols or even as a function
of speech signal segments. The algorithms are compared using several classical statistical measures of different types that
are derived from speech recognition confusion matrices and are
normally used to measure the agreement between different classifications of the same set of objects. These measures provide
a reasonable indication that the investigated algorithms provide
more relevant speech recognition error statistics than the algorithms that are commonly used for this purpose.
Index Terms: speech recognition evaluation, transcription
alignment, time-mediated alignment, acoustic-mediated alignment, string edit distance
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Figure 1: Two different Levenshtein-based alignments of the
same pair of transcriptions with the same number of identified
errors. Expert speech scientists would most probably prefer the
bottom alignment that seems to be more in accordance with the
phonological word similarities.
In any case, variations of the basic alignment algorithm differ mainly in the definition of the basic edit-cost function. The
name of the alignment algorithm is usually even given according to the properties of the edit-cost function. For instance, if
the edit-cost function is a function of words, phones, phonological features, time, or acoustic features, the alignment algorithm is called word-mediated, phone-mediated, time-mediated,
or even acoustic-mediated. In this paper we investigate the advantages of the time-mediated alignment and propose an algorithm for the acoustic-mediated alignment for a better speech
recognition evaluation.
Different variations of the alignment algorithm produce different resulting speech recognition error statistics, and determining which of them are more correct is not a trivial task [5].
Usually, it is not feasible to manually examine all the alignments and to make a decision about which of them are more or
less correct. For this purpose we exploited our previous work,
where we investigated whether any indication of which alignment algorithm produces more correct speech recognition error
statistics can be drawn directly from the error statistics themselves [3]. On the basis of these statistical measures, we believe
that the presented two algorithms provide more relevant speech
recognition error statistics than the classical algorithms that are
used for this purpose.

1. Introduction
The evaluation of speech recognition systems relies on the generally accepted scoring method that consists of comparing a reference transcription, which is assumed to accurately represent
what the speaker said, with a hypothesis transcription representing the systems’s hypothesis as to what the speaker said. The
comparison is performed using variations of the classical alignment algorithm that computes the weighted edit distance between the two transcriptions. The algorithm produces the optimum alignment between speech units in the two transcriptions
and determines the minimum-cost sequence of the basic edit
operations needed to transform one transcription into the other.
The basic edit operations are then tallied as recognition errors
in terms of transcription unit substitutions, deletions and insertions [8, 6].
The optimum alignment is usually assigned so as to minimize the total recognition error rate (TER), which is the sum
of the insertion, deletion and substitution errors, divided by the
number of speech units in the reference transcriptions. The minimum number of substitutions, deletions and insertions needed
to transform one transcription into the other is known as the
Levenshtein distance. An important feature of this distance
model is that multiple different optimum alignments may exist for the same pair of transcriptions with the same distance
value [9]. This disturbing fact reduces the diagnostic value of
examining the resulting error statistics, and it can even hinder
the understanding of the system’s failure mechanisms. A typical
example that illustrates this problem is shown in Fig. 1.
There were several efforts to overcome this drawback of the
Levenshtein-based alignment. The improvements are mainly
based on weighting the costs of the basic edit operations that
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2. Time-mediated alignment algorithm
Speech transcriptions are usually given in the form of common
strings, yet the time-marked speech transcriptions are also very
common as speech recognition systems can normally produce
not just hypothesis transcriptions, but also hypothesis speech
segmentations. Time-marked reference transcriptions are often
not available. However, they can always be obtained by using the so-called forced-alignment technique, which produces
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deletion operations, and Ei = Υ × Γ is a set of timed insertion operations. Each such pair ({Γ ∪ Υ}, c) induces a function
d : {Γ+ ∪ Υ} × {Γ+ ∪ Υ} → R+
0 that maps a pair of timed
strings into a non-negative real number. The function d is then
defined as the minimum sum of the edit costs of the timed edit
operations that, step by step, transform one timed string into
another.
The computation of the function d is derived from the recursion that is defined with the simple trace distance. Let us define
the recursion on the two timed strings an ∈ Γn and bm ∈ Γm .
The recursion is defined as follows:

reference speech segmentations from the given reference transcriptions.
Time-marked speech transcriptions are time-ordered finite
sequences of timed symbols that are normally contiguous. We
call such sequences contiguous timed strings. In our previous
work, we proposed a general edit-distance model for contiguous
and non-contiguous timed strings [4]. This model can be directly employed for the alignment of time-marked speech transcriptions.
Let us provide a brief overview of the timed edit-distance
model with a focus on the contiguous timed strings. An algorithm for computing the the timed edit-distance function is
derived from the recursion that is defined with the trace distance [9]. The main difference is that the basic edit operations
are time dependent, and that we do not consider just a single
timed null symbol. The basic edit operations that are called
timed insertions and timed deletions are considered to be substitutions of timed symbols, assumed to be deleted or inserted,
and timed null symbols that are positioned between two subsequent timed symbols in the opposite string.
Let a = (a, s, e) denote a timed symbol, where a is a symbol taken from a finite alphabet Σ and s, e ∈ R are the start and
end times of the time interval when the symbol a is available.
Let then Γ be the set of all the possible finite-duration timed
symbols. Timed strings are time-ordered sequences of timed
symbols, where the time-order is defined as the non-decreasing
order of the middle times of the symbols in a sequence. Let
an = a1 · · · ai · · · an denote such a timed string, where n is
the number of timed symbols. Note that the notation used does
not distinguish between a timed string of length one and a single timed symbol, i.e., a1 = a1 . The timed strings, for which
it holds that the end time of ai is equal to the start time of ai+1
for all i = 1, · · · , n − 1, are called contiguous. Let then Γ+
denote the set of all the possible finite-length contiguous timed
strings.
The concept of the edit distance between two timed strings
requires the definition of an empty timed string. Let  denote an
empty timed string that is defined as the identity element with
the timed-string concatenation operation, i.e.,  an = an  =
an for all an ∈ Γ+ .
At first glance, one could assume that there should be only
one such empty timed string, and, that there is no need for it to
be time dependent. On the other hand, an empty timed string
can be seen rather as a time interval when no symbol is available. An empty timed string can thus be defined as a special
timed string that comprises a timed null symbol. The proposed
edit-distance model is based on this assumption and the results
of the experiments presented later in the paper indicate that
this may be an improvement over the use of the single timeindependent empty string.
Let then ε be the null symbol that is associated with two
time values. A timed null symbol is then denoted by  =
(ε, s, e), where s, e ∈ R are the start and end times of the time
interval when no symbol is available. Note that, in general, the
timed null symbol can have non-zero duration. As the notation
used does not distinguish between a single timed null symbol
and a timed string that comprises only one such unit, the symbol  also denotes an empty timed string. Let Υ denote the set
of all the possible empty timed strings.
The edit distance for the timed strings is defined by a pair
({Γ ∪ Υ}, c), where c : E → R+
0 is a timed edit-cost function
that assigns non-negative real numbers to the timed edit operations in E = Es ∪ Ed ∪ Ei , where Es = Γ × Γ is a set of
timed substitution operations, Ed = Γ × Υ is a set of timed
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where di,j = d(ai , bj ) for i = 0, · · · , n and j = 0, · · · , m
denotes the distance between the two timed substrings ai and bj
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Figure 2: A graphical presentation of the optimum alignment
between the two contiguous timed strings a5 into b4 .
The recursion starts with a pair of possibly different empty
timed strings a0 = 0 and b0 = ζ 0 . The initial cost c(0 , ζ 0 )
is thus not necessarily zero. This cost can be seen as a cost
for the initial time synchronization of the two time strings being transformed to each other. The recursion is then calculated for all i = 1, · · · , n and j = 1, · · · , m and the final
dn,m = d(an , bm ) is the timed string-edit distance between
an , bm . The minimum-cost sequence of edit operations that
transforms an into bm can be identified at the end of the recursion by starting at dn,m and tracing the local minima back
to d0,0 . Fig. 1 shows the optimum timed alignment of the two
timed strings a5 into b4 .
The crucial parts of the recursion in Eqs. (1) are the costs
of the edit operations, defined by the edit-cost function c. We
investigated the timed edit-cost function that is defined as a
weighted sum of a symbol-dissimilarity and time distance between the two timed symbols [4]. For the symbol dissimilarity
we can use any of the usual cost edit-cost functions that are used
for such alignments. The time distance is a function of a pair
of time stamps and for this function we can use any of the distance metrics that are defined on R × R, among them are the
Manhattan, Euclidian, Chebyshev and others
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3. Acoustic-mediated alignment algorithm

Pairs of speech transcriptions

The acoustic-mediated alignment algorithm that we propose in
this paper is derived from the time-mediated alignment algorithm above. The main difference is in the edit-cost function
that is part of the recursion in Eqs. (1). The costs of the timed
edit operations should be related to some dissimilarity measure
between the two timed symbols being compared. Our timed
symbols hold information about speech segmentation and, if
the speech signal that is transcribed by the timed string is available, one can define this dissimilarity as a function of speech
segments. For this purpose we can use the DTW distance measure [10] on sequences of the acoustic features vectors derived
from the corresponding speech signal segments. This measure
can be used for weighting substitutions; however, it cannot be
used for insertions and deletions as the DTW distance measure
does not support null units, i.e., null speech segments.
By considering the properties of the edit-distance model
in general, we define the acoustic edit-cost function as follows. Let Xi = {xi1 , · · ·, xin } denote a sequence of acoustic
feature vectors corresponding to the timed symbol ai , Yj =
{yj1 , · · ·, yjm } a sequence of acoustic feature vectors corresponding to the timed symbol bj , and { } an empty sequence
of feature vectors corresponding to all the possible timed null
symbols i and ζ j . Let then ct denote the acoustic distance between two sequences of features vectors. The acoustic distance
between two non-empty sequences ct (Xi , Yj ) is defined as the
normalized DTW distance
ct (Xi , Yj ) =

=

c(ai , bj )

=

c(ai , ζ j )
c(i , bj )

=
=

0,


D(Xi , Yj )
,
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ct (Xi , Yj ) (cs − cid ) + cid
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ci ,

Alignment algorithm 2

Confusion matrix 1

Confusion matrix 2

TER = 45.51 %

TER = 48.67 %

Figure 3: The two graphically represented confusion matrices
were obtained using two different alignment algorithms from
the same pairs of reference and hypothesis phonetic transcriptions. An indication as to which alignment algorithm produces
more correct error statistics can be drawn directly from the confusion matrices.

where D denotes the usual DTW distance measure with the basic symmetric local constraints, and ||·||Δ denote the maximum
norm of the feature vectors in the given sequence. The normalizing denominator ensures that ct is bounded on the interval
[0, 1]. Let then the acoustic distance ct between a non-empty
and an empty sequence of feature vectors (and vice versa) equal
1, and between two empty sequences equal 0. The edit cost
function c in Eqs. (1) is then defined as
c(0 , ζ 0 )

Alignment algorithm 1

; si = sj ,
,
; si =
 sj

where cs , cd , and ci denote the cost for substituting, deleting or
inserting the symbol part of the corresponding timed symbols,
cid denote min{cd , ci }, and si and sj denote the symbol part
of the timed symbols ai and bj , respectively.

4. Comparison of the alignment algorithms
The presented alignment algorithms were evaluated by comparing the speech recognition error statistics that they provided
when we used them for speech recognition evaluations. Speech
recognition error statistics are normally given in the form of
confusion matrices and some indication as to which alignment
algorithm produces more relevant error statistics may be drawn
directly from these matrices. We investigated many different
evaluation functions that are well-known in statistics and are
commonly used for measuring the agreements between different classifications of the same set of objects [3].
Fig. 3 illustrates our evaluation problem. Two different
alignment algorithms calculated similar total phone-recognition
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error rates from the same pairs of phonetic transcriptions, however, they produced two rather different confusion matrices.
From the illustration it is clear that in the left-hand matrix the
phone-recognitions errors are distributed more randomly over
the pairs of phonetic units than is the case with the right-hand
matrix. Considering the nature of human speech production and
perception, one would intuitively expect that the less random
distribution of errors should be the more correct[2].
On the other hand, the first scoring algorithm detected a
considerably lower total number of errors (TER = 45.51%)
than the second one (TER = 48.67%). It is clear that only from
the values of TER we cannot make any obvious assumption
about which of the two algorithms produces the more correct error classification. More precisely, a smaller number of detected
errors does not necessarily indicate that the corresponding algorithm detects errors more correctly.
Many different statistical measures were proposed to measure the degree of association between two categorial variables
and most of them are derived from the contingency table [7].
These measures include the chi-squared, phi-squared and G-test
(GT), Cramer’s V (CV) and the lambda (λ) statistics, normalized mutual information (NMI), etc. The speech recognition
confusion matrices are special examples of contingency tables,
where the two corresponding variables range over the same set
of categories (i.e., speech units). One variable is associated with
the reference transcriptions and the other with the hypothesis
ones. The null symbol, which is used for the representation of
deletion and insertion errors, is also considered as a category by
itself in the same way as all the other speech units.
Another group of measures is normally used for measuring the agreement between two observers that make statistical
decisions on a given hypothesis. One of them is considered
as a reference observer and the other can make false-positive
and false-negative decisions. The results of their decisions are
recorded and analysed using the usual 2 × 2 contingency tables.
The hypothesis that we considered in our evaluation experiment
is normally used for the strict comparison of two speech classifications, i.e., the measure of agreement between two classification takes its maximum value if and only if the total number

I

II

κ
CV
λ
NMI
GT
FM
J
AR
YY
TER

LBA
0.653
0.657
0.641
0.610
143455
0.664
0.497
0.657
0.887
34.57

alignment algorithm
NWLA
NTMA
TMA
0.655
0.612
0.656
0.666
0.631
0.666
0.645
0.601
0.647
0.623
0.607
0.645
147407
144500
152809
0.666
0.625
0.667
0.500
0.454
0.500
0.659
0.617
0.660
0.888
0.871
0.888
34.58
39.22
34.58

AMA
0.655
0.665
0.646
0.647
152845
0.666
0.500
0.659
0.888
34.62

I

II

κ
CV
λ
NMI
GT
FM
J
AR
YY
TER

LBA
0.627
0.499
0.628
0.658
3764758
0.632
0.462
0.632
0.993
38.90

alignment algorithm
NWLA
NTMA
0.629
0.552
0.503
0.504
0.629
0.538
0.667
0.625
3827496
3644208
0.634
0.560
0.465
0.389
0.634
0.560
0.993
0.991
38.92
48.48

TMA
0,629
0,516
0,630
0,683
3926353
0,634
0,465
0,634
0,993
39.02

Table 1: The values of all the considered statistical measures
(given in abbreviations) obtained by different aligning algorithms on the TIMIT phone recognition evaluation.

Table 2: The values of all the considered statistical evaluation
measures obtained by different aligning algorithms on the AMI
Meeting Corpus word-recognition evaluation.

of errors is zero. Many different such measures are defined as
functions of the number of all the four possible decisions [7].
We focused on the the Fowlkes-Mallows’s (FA), Jaccard (J),
Adjusted Rand (AR), and Yules Y (YY) indexes. All these indexes take their maximum value of 1 when the number of falsepositive and false-negative decisions both equal 0, i.e., the two
classifications are in complete agreement. On the other hand,
if the number of true-positive and true-negative decisions both
equal 0, then the values of these indexes are equal to or less
than zero, i.e., the two classifications are in complete disagreement [3].

sures seem to be not very significant, however, the values of
our two algorithms are never worse than the values of the NIST
algorithms.

6. Conclusions
In this paper several variations of the alignment algorithms are
discussed and compared. An indication is given that the timeand acoustic-mediated algorithms provide more relevant error
statistics which improves the diagnostic value of the obtained
speech recognition evaluation results.
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Two different groups of experiments for two different speech
recognition evaluation problems were conducted. For the phone
recognition evaluation experiment, the timed-marked reference
and hypothesis phonetic transcriptions of the test part of the
TIMIT database was used. The hypothesis phonetic transcriptions were obtained using our own simple HTK-based phone
recognizer. For the word recognition evaluation experiments,
the time-marked reference and hypothesis word transcriptions
of the AMI Meeting Corpus[1] were used. The hypothesis
transcriptions of this corpus were obtained from the AMI ASR
group. The results are given in Tab. 1 and Tab.2.
In both tables, the basic Levenshtein-based alignment algorithm, which gives the minimum possible total error rate, is denoted as LBA. The basic NIST SCTK scoring algorithm, which
assigns a cost value of 4 to substitutions and 3 to insertions and
deletions, is denoted as NLWA. The NIST SCTK time-mediated
alignment algorithm is denoted as NTMA. This algorithm differs from ours in the way the basic timed edit-cost function is
defined [11]. The proposed time- and acoustic-mediated alignment algorithms are denoted as TMA and AMA. In both algorithms, we used the same symbol edit costs that are defined with
the NLWA algorithm. The weight in the TMA edit-cost function was set to 0.5 for the phone recognition experiment and to
0.9 for the word recognition experiment. The AMA algorithm
was not evaluated with the AMI Meeting Corpus as its original
speech signals were not available to us.
According to our assumption about the used statistical measures [3], the results given in bold give a good indication that in
both experiments the presented two algorithms provided more
relevant speech recognition error statistics than the NIST algorithms. Namely, the differences in the values of NMI and GT
are significant and provide a good indication that our two algorithms generated less randomly-distributed recognition error
statistics. The differences between the values of the other mea-
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